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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Aragón has contributed to the dictionary with 10 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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ababol
Poppy, Papaver Rhoeas

abarcar
Save deep potholes with truck

ablentar
Throw the baby to air with shovel in the era to separate grain, separating the useful from the accessory by a stream of
air

abrío
Opened is incorrectly written and it should be written as Aberio? being its meaning: mule or male of certain
characteristics (which not the will) destined to tillage

aguaderas
The cantaras brackets to put on the backs of the cavalry

aguilón
Triangular wall that envisions the floors of a House and supports foral roof beam

ajarbe
A set of rigorous shifts that plays to irrigate orchards of a basin covered by a diversion dam and a canal or parts. Used in
times of drought, because if you spare water is irrigated by river

alatón
Tree of softwood, Celtis australis

albar
Plot of land of monte, which is clayey, calcareous dry, which has trees or bushes and is dedicated to the cultivation of
barley or rye

cincomarzada
In Zaragoza, commemorative party on March 5, which has been held since 20 years ago and developed with games and
snacks in some parks and gardens


